
Chance and Honor Booking Activity 

(Tandy’s simplified version 4-12-13) 

Here’s a simple booking activity that really works!  Take 10 bright colored 
envelopes, small zebra print bags, or mini purses from Premier incentives and put 
a note with the words:  “LET’S PARTY” in 6 or 7 and the word “GOODY” in 3-4.  
When it’s time for the booking activity (after you’ve explained the hostess plan), 
say…”Ladies, now it’s time to play a game.  I have a brand new game called 
“Chance and Honor”, here’s how it goes… 

 “I have several bags with a note inside that say “Goody” and if you play the 
game and pick that one, you will get to take home one of my GOODIES 
(explain what you are giving away, ex… I use the ribbon necklaces, polishing 
cloth, or it could be the mini purse itself)- you don’t have do to single thing 
to take it home with you, It’s simply my gift to you for coming and playing 
our game.  The other bags (or purses) have “Lets Party” inside and if you’re 
lucky enough to get one of those, that means you will get the bigger 
prize…(explain that prize, ex. Premier charm bracelet, tennis bracelet, 
pashmina, or jewelry – botanical, daisy earrings, etc…) and all the free & ½ 
price jewelry Premier gives our hostesses, you get me, and your fav girl-
friends over to play in the jewelry”. Then lower your voice and add:  
“Ladies, one of the purses has an EXTRA GIFT which is marked with a star 
on the label for something extra special!!!!!  **Now remember, it is a 
game of chance, and it is also a game of honor, meaning if you get a “Let's 
Party”, I am asking that you please honor what is in your purse. Any 
questions? I am currently booking for April, May, and June!!  Now Raise 
your bags high in the air and when I countdown, 5,4,3,2,1 Open your 
bags!!!! 

 You can play this several ways… handout the envelopes or purse at the 

beginning of the show and tell them to hold on until its game time.  No 

peeking!!!! 

 Or, play as “pass or play” and walk around the guest with the envelopes 

fanned out and let them pick which one to take.   


